Abstract. Quantum key distribution from satellites becomes particularly valuable when it can be used on a large network and on-demand to provide a symmetric encryption key to any two nodes. A constellation model is described which enables QKD-derived encryption keys to be established between any two ground stations with low latency. This is achieved through the use of low earth orbit, trusted-node QKD satellites which create a buffer of keys with the ground stations they pass over, and geostationary relay satellites to transfer secure combinations of the keys to the ground stations. Regional and global network models are considered and the use of intersatellite QKD links for balancing keys is assessed.
Introduction
Quantum key distribution (QKD) is a branch of quantum cryptography which describes methods for establishing highly secure symmetric keying material between separated users [1] . QKD processes use very weak optical signals so have fundamental distance limitations due to increased losses with increasing distances. To extend the separations possible between users repeater nodes can be used, either 'trusted nodes' or quantum repeaters. The most secure solution is to use quantum repeaters; these do not make a measurement on the QKD signals so the communicating parties are able to verify between themselves that the key they have established is secure. Quantum repeaters however have yet to be demonstrated in practical systems and are not ready to be considered for near term QKD networks. Present QKD networks accordingly use trusted nodes. In satellite QKD users establish keys with the satellite node, which then combines their keys as an XOR (exclusive OR operation) and broadcasts this publicly [2, 3] . The XOR key is meaningless to anyone except the two users who can use it to determine each others keys, which they can then use as secret key material for encryption purposes. In optical fibre networks, many trusted nodes can be connected together to create long connections such as the Beijing-Shanghai QKD link, which features 32 trusted nodes [4] . Since these nodes have full access to the keys passing through them they must be trusted to be secure, and the security can only come from conventional security methods-e.g. restricted access and trusted human guards. As a result, links with large numbers of nodes, and nodes based in foreign countries, are intrinsically harder to trust. Low earth orbit (LEO) satellite-based trusted nodes help address both of these issues by reducing the numbers of nodes required. Firstly, LEO satellites orbit the Earth continuously and pass over most places several times per day-rather than using a chain of nodes they can simply act as a store-and-forward device and wait until the desired recipient passes underneath them . Secondly, they are likely to be harder to access and infiltrate than any ground-based facility.
Satellite QKD has been extensively discussed in terms of theoretical modelling descriptions [5] , technology developments [6, 7] , hardware demonstrations [8, 9, 10, 3] and in review articles [2, 11] . It is clear, and often stated, that the logical successor to single QKD satellites is a QKD constellation [12, 13] , but how this could be implemented has yet to be investigated or defined in published literature. In this study we define a concept for a low earth orbit (LEO) trusted node QKD satellite and investigate its effectiveness in different constellation arrangements. In particular we assess the value of inter-satellite QKD links.
Methods
We describe a model capable of analysing the performance of satellite networks featuring satellite-to-ground and inter-satellite links, and a concept for a trusted node QKD constellation.
Satellite-QKD Links
Satellite-QKD links are modelled in Matlab using principles set forth by Bourgoin et al. [5] . Key rates are calculated from optical link parameters using the equations for weak and vacuum decoy-state BB84 provided by Xiongfeng Ma et al. [14] . To validate the model, the QKD demonstrations performed by the Micius satellite were modelled and QKD is a point to point service and it is assumed that the keying material is buffered for future use so the low latency of the store-and-forward technique is not an issue.
compared to the published results (input parameters are in Appendix A) [15] . Figure 1 shows that there is a lot more variability in the real-world results, but that the model results are placed convincingly within this variability.
Some simplifications of the model include assuming a constant pointing error and constant, but path length dependent, atmospheric losses rather than experiencing local weather effects. Furthermore the asymptotic key size assumption is used and intensity fluctuations of signal and decoy states are not considered. As a result error correction and privacy amplification losses are underestimated. 
QKD trusted node constellation concept
In our constellation concept, satellites perform QKD with any ground station they pass over to generate a private symmetric key between that satellite and the ground station. Each satellite maintains a continuous classical radio link with the ground network, using relay nodes in higher orbits, e.g. in geostationary orbit [16] . When any two users on the ground (e.g. ground station A and B), need to communicate securely the network is queried for satellites that have keys shared with A and B on-board a secure key management module. Any such keys are combined using an XOR function and can be broadcast to A and B via the relay satellites with minimal latency. Station A and B can perform a reverse XOR operation to extract the key held by the other ground station and can now communicate securely. The used key for A and B is deleted from satellites. We also propose an extension to the above configuration in which the LEO satellites have quantum inter-satellite links (ISL) that are used to re-distribute key across the constellation. This solves the problem where some satellites in the constellation have secure key established with station A, but none or not as much with station B; and vice versa. In this situation these satellites either cannot create an XOR of key A and B, or they are constrained by the size of one of the keys. However, secure redistribution of keys A and B between satellites would maximise the mutual key available on each satellite for XOR operations and optimise the constellation effectiveness. Intersatellite links are feasible if the satellites are within close proximity of each other and have low relative angular motion. These operational requirements lead to two possible scenarios: ISL between satellites in different orbital planes (inter-planar) and a string-of-pearls configuration of satellites in the same plane (intra-planar ISL). This is illustrated in Figure 3d . In a string-of-pearls configuration satellites would have additional receivers/transmitters to perform QKD with satellites ahead of them or behind them, while the inter-planar case requires more capable link architectures to communicate over larger relative angles and distances. In addition, intra-planar links provide constant availability, provided they are in eclipse and so will outperform the inter-planar links. For these reason only the string-of-pearls configuration is discussed further in this paper.
Constellation Modelling
The satellite QKD Matlab model was integrated with STK's orbit modelling capabilities and extended to model constellations with satellite-to-ground and inter-satellite links. Additionally, cloud coverage predictions per pass are calculated based on historical cloud statistics [17] . The model architecture is shown in Figure 2 .
The terminals are assumed to only be able to perform QKD at night so the model is configured to perform QKD only during passes where both the satellite and the ground station are in eclipse. They are assumed to convert and store sufficient solar power in the rest of the orbit that they can perform QKD continuously when in eclipse. Satellites have one Micius-type Earth-pointing terminal, and where specified another terminal available for inter-satellite links. In the case of overlapping ground station passes, i.e. when ground stations are close together and are simultaneously in view of the satellite, the satellite will choose to perform QKD with the less cloudy one.
Two example ground station networks are considered in this analysis to demonstrate how global and regional networks can have different considerations. The global example uses nodes in the G20 cities (Brussels is considered to serve all Western European cities), the regional example is of an Indo-ASEAN network, see appendix B. The satellite networks only consist of quasi-circular orbits and combinations of orbital planes at the same altitude. Figure 2 . Architecture of the toolkit for modelling QKD constellations
Results
First, total access times for single-plane constellations at different inclination angles were evaluated in Figure 3a and b. Second, key rates for multi-plane constellations were investigated where all planes have the same inclination angle but are spaced evenly around the globe.
There are many different potential use cases for QKD networks, and thus many different ways to optimise and compare implementations. In this study we use as our figure of merit, the maximum message size that could be sent out to all of the other stations in the network using one-time-pad (bit for bit encrypting) and using each key only once. This 'embassy model' is the scenario for example if a country wanted to send out the same secret message to all of its overseas embassies. Table 1 and Table 2 show the maximum distributed messages nodes can send for different constellation configurations. In practice this is limited by how much key other nodes hold. The default number of satellites used for simulations is six, and the ISL configurations use the optimal number of satellites as established in Figure 3c .
Discussion
The following sections discuss how these results impact the design of a constellation and the relevance of inter-satellite links.
Constellation design
Satellites in low inclination orbits pass up to 16 times per day over low latitude ground stations, while ground stations at high latitude typically only see satellites in high inclination orbits twice a day. Maximum latitudes in the G20 and Indo-ASEAN network are around 60 and 30 degrees, respectively. When restricted to a single orbital plane, maximising passes in the network is achieved by setting the inclination of the plane equal to the maximum latitude. This is illustrated in Figure 3b . However, not all passes occur during nighttime. Figure 3a shows that a noon-midnight sun-synchronous orbit, while having fewer passes overall, maximises useful accesses because of the long and consistent passes at nighttime it provides. Constellations with satellites spread over multiple orbital planes do not improve key sizes although the time between passes for Table 1 . Distributed message size after 1 year for the G20 network of ground stations for constellations of 6 and 16 satellites. For example, over one year Ankara could send 49.55 Mbits of secure messages to all cities in this list, provided the cities have enough key of their own. SSO refers to a noon-midnight Sun-Synchronous Orbit. The notation [60 deg 2p] indicates that the constellation is distributed equally over 2 orbital planes with an inclination of 60 degrees. Within one plane the argument of periapsis of the 3 satellites is 360/3 = 120 degrees apart. The longitude of the ascending node of the orbital planes themselves is 360/2=180 degrees apart. The colours are a visual aid for identifying key sizes (from red to green).
individual ground stations may be reduced due to the improved temporal coverage [18] . Some ground stations consistently perform poorly due to clouds (modelled with a 0.1 longitude by 0.1 degree latitude resolution). While this emphasizes the need for choosing appropriate ground station locations, this is not necessarily problematic as any satellite-QKD network should interface with ground-based fibre networks that could cover the most cloudy areas. 
Inter-satellite links
Results in Table 1 and Table 2 illustrate that inter-satellite links can provide a 20-100% increase in message size for all ground stations for the two networks studied here under the embassy model assumption. It should be noted that for the chosen figure of merit there can be improvements in stored key even for the ground stations that originally have the most key. This is evident in the results for the Indo-ASEAN constellation, where the initial differences are very large, but not in the G20 constellation. Re-distribution is currently based on a simple algorithm that only copies keys from one satellite to the next etc. so further improvements in equalising key material can be envisaged. Whether ISL QKD is cost-effective was not considered within the scope of this work: a trade-off between simply launching more satellites versus increasing the complexity of individual satellites would be required. However, there is a number of satellites for a given network that makes optimum use of ISL, as the required shared key between satellites is determined by the size of the key that is to be re-distributed. Presently, the operational requirements of ISL do not lead to sub-optimal constellation choices, however more exotic constellation types may be derived that cannot feature ISLs.
Conclusion
LEO constellations of trusted-node QKD satellites, continually performing QKD with the ground stations they fly over, can be used to provide low-latency, symmetric keys on demand between any two ground stations. They can do this by building a buffer of keys on board that can be quickly combined by an XOR operation and delivered to ground station via an RF (classical communications) relay satellite. The QKD satellites are best launched into SSO orbit or an orbit with an inclination equal to the latitude of the ground station farthest from the equator. Inter-satellite links can improve the efficiency with which encryption keys are used, an average message size increase of 50-70% in our examples, but whether this is costeffective remains an open question. 
